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Before we begin…

linktr.ee/pdas47

I encourage you to follow along

or save it for later!
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● Reservoir Assessment Tool (RAT)
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Objectives

● Building a dashboard for the 
CESM LENS21 climate dataset.

● Explore different python based 
dashboarding solutions.

Objectives and Outline

Outline

● Introduction

● Data
● Methods

● Dashboard demo and functionality

● Performance comparisons
● Conclusions
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Interactive Visualization in Science

“A picture is worth a thousand words”

Interactive visualizations let you read 
your data like a book

source: Modified (cropped) from #ShowYourStripes by Ed Hawkins, 
National Centre for Atmospheric Science, UoR. CC BY 4.0.

source: https://holoviews.org/gallery/apps/bokeh/gapminder.html
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In Science

● Exploration - what to focus on

● Analysis - discover patterns

● Results & Communication - share with the 

community
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● Output of CESM (Earth System Model) - simulates various Earth 
processes

● Ensemble Simulation - 100 different simulations with varying 
initial conditions

● 1° spatial resolution, between 1850-2100 (daily/monthly)

● Forcing Types - CMIP6 & SMBB1

Data

LENS2 - CESM2 Large Ensemble Community Project

Pre-processing

● Originally ~70TB - difficult to load it in memory

● Annual Mean and Std. Deviation across ensemble members

● Final Data Size: ~400MB / variable  *  8 Variables (subset)

Source: NOAA, 
https://celebrating200years.noaa.gov/breakthroughs/climate
_model/modeling_schematic.html

61Rogers et al., (2021) - full reference at the end
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Explored methods

The HoloViz Ecosystem Custom solution

High-level python plotting tools

● Declarative plotting - describe your data to 
make it interactively visualizable

● Choice between plotting backends
  bokeh: interactive visualization
  matplotlib: publishing quality static plots

● Extends existing packages in the scientific 
python stack - xarray, pandas, dask

● Custom Client-Server model

● Server: performantly querying and sending 
data

● Front-end/Client: making appropriate 
requests and visualization
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HoloViz based dashboard demo
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Visit dashboard at

http://146.190.13.102/

link also available in linktree

Big screen (laptop) preferred

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1RD6WD4m18yVGz5FcBtb4daygonW11Mu1/preview


HoloViz based dashboard conceptual diagram

● Standing on the shoulders of Giants - 
out-of-the box interactivity

● Jupyter notebooks to servable dashboards

● Easy to begin, difficult to customize

● Performance comparatively lower 
especially for larger datasets

�� ��
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Custom FastAPI + D3 based dashboard demo
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Visit dashboard at

http://143.244.211.235/

link also available in linktree

Big screen (laptop) preferred

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1eXqNJSKYFffusGoad3B2gppPptXEx9kE/preview


Custom FastAPI + D3 based dashboard conceptual diagram

● Minimal overhead - higher performance is 
possible.

● More customizations with D3 is possible

● Higher human time for development

● Each interaction will have to be explicitly 
defined - more design considerations

�� ��

● API server built using FastAPI

● The website makes API requests for either tile or time-series data, and displays accordingly
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What about performance?

● Performance alone is not the only consideration
● Personnel time for development, learning curve of 

Javascript for scientists
● Differing features and design choices

Server configuration: 2 vCPUs, 16 GB Memory, 50GB SSD. 

Bottlenecks? 

Depends on data-size and interaction type

● HoloViz: 
○ Memory - Low data size (in-core)
○ Disk IO - High data size (out-of-core)
○ CPU - Regional mean

● Custom:
○ Memory/Disk - data size
○ Network - higher data-transfer

Time required to execute all the functions 
following an interaction event.

👈

● Overall, custom solution is faster.
● Depends a lot on design choices.
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HoloViz

● Quicker to get started
● Interfaces well with existing tools 

- xarray, jupyter, matplotlib, …
● Suitable for smaller datasets
● Exploration and Analysis

Conclusions

Recommendations and Future work
● Use HoloViz to get started, and use a custom solution for final results.

● Caching can help boost performance.
● Further optimizations to callback function calls and API calls.
● Containerization for easy deployment.
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Custom solution 
   FastAPI + D3

● More headroom for performance 
optimization

● Higher human (development) time
● Results and Science 

Communication
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Supplemental materials follow



User side performance

● Measured using chrome 
DevTools, manually

● Includes all the time 
components
○ Server processing
○ Data transfer
○ Client side processing 

and rendering
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FastAPI - docs

● server/docs

Provides useful info 
about the API, its 
endpoints, and you 
can try out these 
endpoints in this 
interface.
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Carbonplan

● How does carbonplan methods work in comparison with the 
presented dashboards?
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